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 1. Introduction 

It is well known that most problems in developing countries, social, economic, or 
environmental or a combination of them, are considered critical problems with 
recognised local and regional consequences and relevance. However, in practice the 
local consequences and relevance of critical problems are not as well documented as 
their regional or global counterparts are because mainly they are of little or no interest 
at the international level. For example, in the case of deforestation, global aspects are 
well represented in the literature as international development agents appear to be 
more interested in global actions(Brown and Pearce, 1994). 
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Critical problems in general share some of the following characteristics: a) their 
existence is known and their main drivers are recognised. Deforestation is a clear 
example(Utting 1993; Grainger 1993). Hence, critical problems may be better reflected 
by problem specific research methodologies as they may undermine specific or general 
theoretical constructs; b) their statistics are usually not kept and maintained properly or 
are scattered in different sources (OECD 1993) or if centralised, they may still not be 
accessible to most users like small NGOs, Agricultural Cooperatives and so on due to 
cost factors(Lopez 1995). This relates to the need of methodological cost-effectiveness 
and flexibility to facilitate the wide dissemination and use of research outputs on these 

critical problems; c) they are changing constantly and the nature of their statistics is 
heterogeneous (Casley and Lury 1987), which limits the applicability of traditional 
sampling theory and approaches to tackle critical problems; d) they need immediate 
attention(Lietmann 1994a), which underlines the needs of having research outputs on 
these critical problems as quick as possible; and e) they need ongoing monitoring 
programs(USDS/USAID 1978; Grainger 1993), which reflect the dynamic nature of 
these critical problems. Data limitations are usually accompanied by other limitations 
such as time, skill, economic, and technological limitations, which complicates the 
methodological handling of these complex critical problems. 

The above indicates that the regional and local information needs in developing 
countries are better served by methodologies that can overcome those limitations better. 
In other words, the ideal methodology to deal with complex issues under such limiting 
conditions must have the following characteristics: a) be flexible so it can be applied 
under different sets of constraining factors; b) be issue specific so it can be used to target 
specific critical problems or combination of them; c) be cost-effective so that it can be 
used or replicated easily according to local conditions and needs; d) be simple so it can 
be adapted and disseminated by local actors; e) be holistic so it can deal consistently 
with the local and regional conditions at the same time; and f) be based on conjunctural 
causation so that the complex nature of the problem is more realistically reflected; and 
g) be theoretically sound so as to provide a scientific rational consistent or comparable 
with that of traditional research methodologies. 

Methodologies with these characteristics are not just desirable, but also necessary to 
support local/regional information needs and decision making processes in those 
countries. Chambers(1984) highlights the need to design research methodologies 
capable of fitting available resources, relevant problems and specific needs of 
developing countries. However, experience has shown that for any project to be 
successful in developing countries, it must fulfil two conditions: it most address a 
critical or relevant problem to them and it must be cost effective in terms of costs and 
available resources in those countries(SAREC 1987). 

The characteristics of the ideal methodology mentioned above are used in this paper to 
determine whether or not traditional and non-traditional research methodologies fit the 



regional and local research conditions and information needs in less developed 
countries. They are also used to highlight the methodological basis which may lead to 
the development of other non-traditional methodologies, perhaps more suited to deal 
with local critical issues in a way consistent with regional realities.ç 

  

2.0. Traditional Research Methodologies 

The research methodologies most commonly encouraged and used to deal with the 
complex issues faced by developing countries are summarised in Figure 1 below. 

 

Based on the number of cases under study, this figure indicates that at the lowest 
end(one case), we have Qualitative Research(QLR), at the middle end(some cases), we 
have Qualitative Comparative Research(QCR), and at the highest end(many cases), we 
have Quantitative Research(QTR). This figure also indicates that complexity increases 
as the number of cases increases. Below, there is a general description of the advantages 
and dis-advantages of each of these different methodologies and an assessment of 
whether or not they are a good fit to research conditions and needs in less developed 
countries. 

  

2. Qualitative Research 

As indicated in figure # 1 above, Qualitative Research(QLR) uses the complexity of one 



or few cases to uncover their relevant individualities. It is aimed at providing details, 
theoretically and empirically, about those cases. Qualitative Research Outputs are 
usually case specific or group specific, and they are rich in peculiarities. Ragin(1994) 
states that qualitative research has a data enhancing function, which permits us to 
generate important details that would be lost otherwise. 

However, Qualitative Research Outputs are criticised for several reasons: a) because 
they do not provide information outside the individual case or group of cases under 
study, which may be relevant to other individual cases or group of cases or to the 
population of cases as a whole. Hence, there is a gap or lack of link between generalities 
and individualities; b) because they are not a product of methodologies as rigid as 
Quantitative Methodologies are in terms of the use of sampling theory and testing and 
replicability; c) because it takes a long time to produce them and they are resource 
intensive(money, skills, and technology). Therefore they are not easily affordable in less 
developed countries; and d) because as the number of cases and complexity increases, 
their quality decreases as Qualitative Methods become unworkable. 

As shown in figure 1 above, as the number of cases increases, Qualitative 
Methodologies are not longer appropriate. This is consistent with Ragin(1987; 1994) 
observation that as the number of cases goes up the ability of qualitative research to 
handle complexity goes down or is affected. 

  

2.1. Quantitative Research 

Quantitative Research(QTR) is the methodology of choice in developed countries as it is 
able to break up complexity in order to produce average information about a large 
population of cases or groups of cases or group specific details. As show in figure # 1 
above, as the population of cases increases to the maximum Quantitative 
Research(QTR) is used to produced or uncover generalities about a specific population 
or set of populations. 

Quantitative Research Outputs are criticise for several reasons: a) because they do not 
provide the relevant individualities present in specific cases as they are eliminated 
when complexity is broken up during the generality generating process. The more 
cases, the more complexity is likely to be lost. Hence, again there is a gap or lack of link 
between individualities and generalities which are relevant to the wellbeing of 
particular elements of the same population; 

b) because they are the by product of the most rigid and inflexible methods of analysis, 
they may not reflect the limitations that are binding in developing countries; c) because 
they take time and they are resource intensive(money, skills, and technology) too. 



Hence, they are not easily affordable in less developed countries too; d) because as the 
number of cases goes down they break down and stop being appropriate. 

Kummer and Sham(1994) point out that research outputs coming from well-known 
quantitative cross-country studies contain very little useful information for specific 
members within the sample of countries. Hence, what is important for the average case 
or element of the population may not be important for a particular case. Chambers 
(1984) points out that both Qualitative and Quantitative approaches do not match the 
actual research issues in developing countries since they are not effective in term of 
costs nor consistent with research needs and available resources(flexibility, money, 
time, and technical skills). Finally, Ragin(1987; 1994) highlights that the peculiarities of 
specific cases are lost when quantitative research approaches or moves toward 
dominant causality. 

As shown in figure # 1 above, as the number of cases decreases, Quantitative theoretical 
constructs break down and Quantitative Methodologies become inappropriate. 

  

2.2. Qualitative Comparative Research 

Ragin(1987) highlights the existence of a traditional conflict between quantitative/ 
qualitative research, especially between professionals in the social sciences. Qualitative 
researchers take cases as whole units selected based on specific purposes, not as 
randomly selected units from large samples of cases with equal probability of selection. 
Quantitative researchers take each case as a specific variable or score, and when doing 
this, there is a lost of social value and peculiarities(Ragin 1991). 

This methodological conflict has fuelled the search for methodologies capable of 
balancing the Quantitative/Qualitative discourse(See Ragin 1987; Janoski 1991; 
Wickham-Crowley 1991; Griffin et al 1991; and Ragin 1994). As shown in figure # 1 
above, at the point where Qualitative Methods and Quantitative Methods break down, 
Qualitative Comparative Methods work the best at ease. In many complex situations in 
developing countries, the number of cases available can be handle by means of 
qualitative comparative research. 

Besides providing a way to balancing methodological discourse, Qualitative 
Comparative Methodologies have other advantages: a) they provide both the 
generalities of the population and the relevant individualities of particular members of 
the population; b) they are capable of handling a reasonable among of complexity and 
conjunctural causality in a holistic manner, and they are more flexible than Qualitative 
Methods are; 



c) They also eliminate the sense of precision attached to primary or secondary 
quantitative data produced and used in the analysis; 

d) their results can be communicated easier to skilled and unskilled researchers and 
decision makers; d) they enhance the comparability and consistency of otherwise 
heterogeneous data at a particular point of time or across time. 

Rudel and Roper(1996) indicates that two advantages of Qualitative Comparative 
Methods are that they filter the sense or illusion of precision attached to data collected 
and that they allow for conjunctural outcomes. Conjunctural causation means that 
causal factors work in groups in complex situations. Alone, they may not be responsible 
for the outcome. But, the same outcome can be the result of different groupings of these 
causal factors(Becker 1992). 

The disadvantages of Qualitative Comparative Research Outputs are that a) they are 
not very well-known, specially in less developed countries; and b) they take time and 
they too are resource intensive(money, time, and technology). 

Sometimes, instead of Qualitative Comparative Methods the combination of 
Quantitative and Qualitative Methods are used in order to uncover the generalities and 
details in a systematic manner(See Vosti et al 1998). However, besides that the 
limitations of Quantitative and Qualitative Methods are still present, the Quantitative 
and Qualitative outputs may not be strictly comparable or consistent. For example, 
generalities and details may be combined and complement each other, but direct links 
between them can not be traced due to, for example, methodological differences. 

  

3. Non-Traditional Research Methodologies 

Dissatisfaction with traditional approaches in the 1970s let to the search for more cost-
effective and realistic methodologies to deal with critical issues such as agricultural 
issues(Schonhuth and Kievelitz 1994), which are generally known as Rapid Assessment 
Methodologies. These methodologies today are divided in two groups, Non-
participatory or Participatory Methods. Participatory Methods are an extension of Non-
participatory approaches since in general terms the only difference between them is that 
local populations have a greater say on the different aspects relevant to the research 
process(Mukherjee 1993; Schonhuth and Kielvelitz 1994). 

Figure 2 below indicates that Rapid Assessment Research(RAR) can be considered as a 
mean of making traditional research methodologies more effective in cost terms and 
more consistent with local needs and realities, as Chambers(1980; 1984) suggested. 



 

This figure help us to understand the following aspects: 

a) non-traditional methodologies in which Rapid Assessment Research(RAR) and 
Qualitative Research(QLR) are combined, eliminate most of the limitations of 
Qualitative Methodologies, but still produced details not consistent with or separated 
from relevant generalities belonging to the cases under study; b) non-traditional 
methodologies in which Rapid Assessment Research(RAR) and Quantitative 
Research(QTR) are mixed, also eliminate most of the limitations of Quantitative 
approaches, but still produced generalities not consistent with or uncoupled from 

relevant peculiarities; c) non-traditional methodologies that combine Rapid Assessment 
Research(RAR), Qualitative Research(QLR), and Quantitative Research(QTR) at the 
same time also make these methodologies more cost-effective and closer to local 
conditions, but they produced complementary and systematic outputs, and not holistic 
ones. Still there may not be a direct link between generality and individuality or 
between regional and local conditions; and d) non-traditional methodologies that 
combine Rapid Assessment Research(RAR) and Qualitative Comparative 
Research(QCR) are ideal methodologies to deal with research conditions in developing 
countries, but they are not well explored yet. 

To my knowledge, there is no research in progress combining RAR and QCR in and 
outside developing countries. Most non-traditional research appears to be directed at 
mixing Qualitative and/or Quantitative Research with Rapid Assessment 
techniques(see Schonhuth and Kielvelitz 1994, Pp. 51-71). 

  



4. The Ideal Non-Traditional Methodology 

Figure 3 below indicates that the ideal research methodology to deal with critical 
problems in developing countries must have the characteristics of Rapid Assessment 
Research(RAR) and the characteristics of Qualitative Comparative Research. 

 

This new methodology has the following general characteristics: a) it balance the 
discourse between Qualitative and Quantitative research; b) it provides both 
generalities about the population of cases and relevant individualities of specific cases; 
c) it keeps the advantages of Rapid Assessment Research(cost-effectiveness, flexibility 
and simplicity; d) it keeps the advantages of Qualitative Comparative Research(holistic 
nature, conjunctural causality, and complexity handling); and 

e) it is theoretically sound and empirically feasible, both in terms of development, 
implementation and validation. 

This line of research appears to be the logical course in the never ending process of 
looking for methodological cost-efficiency and output usability. Its main challenge will 
be the traditional limitations that new ideas usually face, but change, as everybody 
knows, is usually inevitable. 

  

5. Conclusions 

The research limitations and information needs in less developing countries are well-



known as indicated by the characteristics of their critical problems(social, economic or 
environmental). Those limitations and information needs have a tremendous burden on 
the validity of using traditional research methodologies in developing countries to deal 
with the practical and theoretical implications underlying their critical problems. The 
introduction of Rapid Assessment Research has made Quantitative and Qualitative 
Research Methodologies more cost-effective and flexible, but still unfit to deal with the 
local and regional complexity and with the conjunctural and holistic nature associated 
with those critical problems. 

The combination of Rapid Assessment Research (RAR) and Qualitative Comparative 
Research(QCR) appears to be the ideal methodology to deal with critical problems in 
less developed countries in a cost-effective, flexible, and holistic manner; and in such a 
way as producing local outputs consistent with regional conditions. Therefore, this new 
methodology could be a good aid to help less develop countries to support and/or 
reject existing environmental experiences, theories, and perceptions in a recognised 
scientific manner. 
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to know 
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